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Dinnance—today -the house in which Robert Milligan was 
born in the Glenkens. 

(with the kind permission of the owners) 

* * * * *
* 

This issue of our Heritage newsletter has a  very special  article 
contributed by Brian McTurk from  his searches into his family 
history.  He has even gained permission for us to use at no cost, as 
cover picture, a portrait of the first Mayor of Bradford Robert 

Milligan. 
I cannot thank him enough for this interesting article and for saving 
me so much work in liaising with the Bradford Museum. 

Editorial Page! 

First an apology (again!) - it’s official, no-one thinks like me….and no-one could do 
the quiz, the answers to which are posted on our Village noticeboard and on p7. 
Oops!  
Despite the obscurity of the quiz, I hope you enjoyed the last edition of our 
newsletter.  This year’s exhibition closed at the end of September and has been very 
successful with 1061 visitors (100+ on last year) many enjoying being able to view 
the Church as well as our exhibition.  We look forward to next year already with a 
“Spooky” theme! 
Next on the agenda are the AGM on Friday 27 November, but prior to that is our 
thank-you to all the willing stewards, without whom we could not staff the opening 
hours of the annual exhibition. Check out the noticeboard and Facebook or the 

backpage of the newsletters for updates. 

This picture, also 
used with kind 
permission of the 
current owners is 
Dinnance cottage, in 
the Glenkens, where 
Robert Milligan and 
his siblings were 
brought up at he end 
of the 18th century. 
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FAMOUS GLENKENS PEOPLE—ROBERT MILLIGAN 
By Brian McTurk 

This is a brief history & a tribute to a ‘Glen-Ken man’ who, left his 
father’s farm about the age of 16 & travelled south to Yorkshire where, 
according to sources, he arrived in 1802 with half-a-crown in his 
pocket. His brother John had already arrived two years earlier in 1800 
& his sister Susan joined them both later sometime before 1810 in an 
area called Cross-Hills near the town of Keighley, Yorkshire, to keep 
house for them. 
Robert & his siblings were the sons & daughter of John Milligan of 
Dinnance aka: Dunnance in the Parish of Balmaghie, Castle Douglas. 
Robert started work as a door to door salesman or ‘Scotch packman’ & 
by 1810 he had opened a drapers shop in Westgate, Bradford.  He also 
became a buyer for Leo Schuster & Co. of Manchester & through that 
work met Henry Forbes who became his partner in Milligan Forbes & 
Co., Stuff Merchants in Bradford & the business prospered.  

In 1853 at a cost of £30,000 they built the great Italianate Palazzo 
warehouse in Hall Ings in Bradford; still standing & occupied by the 
Bradford News Paper; Telegraph & Argus. 

The marriage of Robert Milligan & Phoebe Briggs, daughter of 
Nathaniel & Mary Briggs; a fellow Woollen Merchant & Bradford 
Town Councillor; took place on 31st August 1818 in St. Oswald 
Church, Guiseley, in Yorkshire.  They had no children but did adopt 
Susan the daughter of John Milligan Jr. 

Robert had strong Liberal views on parliamentary reform & the 
emancipation of West Indian slaves.  He was also a member of the 
Council of the Anti-Corn Law league & became a chartered Mayor of 
Bradford in 1847/8 & M.P. for the City in 1851-7. 
The Bradford Observer published his Obituary following his death in 
1862; it clearly shows the esteem in which Robert Milligan was held 
by the Bradfordians of the day 
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On Tuesday last, aged 76, Robert Milligan, Esq., of Acacia, late M.P. for Bradford 

Death of Robert Milligan, Esq 

It is our melancholy duty this week to record the death of one our most 
honoured and useful townsmen, Robert Milligan Esq., of Acacia, 
which event took place on Tuesday last, 1st July.  There are few men to 
whom this district is under greater obligations, or whose loss will be 
more generally deplored. Mr. Milligan was born at Dunnance, in the 
parish of Balmaghie, in the Stewartry of Kirkcudbright, on the 10th 
October, 1786.  His parents were farmers, of that honest and sturdy 
scotch peasantry that have long constituted the pride and defence of 
Caledonia. 
Trained up in his youth in habits of industry and economy, he removed 
to this neighbourhood in 1802, and for some years went through the 
district as a travelling “Scotsman” finally settling down at Bradford 
about the year 1810. 
His energy and enterprise were crowned with remarkable success. He 
established successively a retail shop and whole sale establishment, 
and from the first became noted for integrity, industry, perseverance, 
and economy.  Careful and prudent in the management of his business, 
he gradually acquired wealth, influence, and reputation. 
As a citizen, he manifested great and practical interest in the various 
benevolent and educational institution of the town; and his cheerful 
and pleasant manners, combined with the unvarying openness and 
honesty of his dealings, secured for him esteem and confidence of all 
classes of the commercial community. 
As a politician, he was staunch Liberal; he took a deep and active 
interest in the emancipation of the West Indian slaves, and in the cause 
of Parliament and Municipal Reform.  From the first he was a member 
of the Council of the Anti-corn-law League, took an active part in its 
deliberations, and subscribed largely to its funds.. 
He did his duties as a citizen like an honest, liberal, and conscientious 
man, and although he may not have expected it at the time, he had in 
his later years his reward 
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His fellow-townsmen manifested their appreciation of his services and 
character by electing him as first Mayor on the municipal 
incorporation of the borough; and subsequently, in three successive 
Parliaments, he became their representative in the House of 
Commons. 
He was also a Justice of the peace both for the County and the 
borough.  He never attained, and made no pretensions to, facility in 
public speaking, but he had that clear strong sense and practical 
judgement which enabled him to form sound opinions on political 
questions, and he was distinguished by his unaffected attachment to 
popular progress and advancing freedom. 
As first Chief Magistrate of the borough, he discharged its duties and 
exercised its hospitalities with diligence and suavity, and until a very 
recent period attended regularly at the borough police court. 
Mr. Milligan was in more respects than one representative man.  He 
represented the prudential North countryman, who builds his success 
on unremitting diligence in business, and circumspection in walk, life, 
and conversation.  He also represented the growth of the town in 
which he took up his habitation.  Like him, Bradford has grown from a 
comparatively insignificant place into a large wealthy town during 
half a century that Mr. Milligan was connected with it.  It has grown 
by the same virtues that made the first representatives a wealthy man. 

Mr. Milligan had several companions in the race for wealth and 
honour, and many of them met with success, but most of them have 
preceded him to the grave.  If there was anything remarkable about 
him, it was that he grew with his circumstances; that when he attained 
his highest honour his fellow-townsmen could bestow on him, they 
knew that they not only sent to Parliament a shrewd, wealth man of 
business, but likewise a thorough gentleman. 

In private life his particular virtues found their best scope.  He was a 
hospitable entertainer, a genial companion, a generous friend, and, 
while holding his political and religious opinions with strength of 
mature conviction, he was always tolerant towards those that differed 
from him.   
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Coming to Bradford when it was little more than a large village, he 
has watched its gradual rise through varying phases of good and evil 
fortune, and has contributed more than most of his contemporaries 
to its advancement and prosperity. 
He has died esteemed and regretted; is followed by the “honour love 
and obedience” that should accompany old age, and will survive for 
many years in the grateful memories of those by whom he was best 
known, and is now most sincerely lamented. As many will no doubt 
wish to express their respect for the memory of the deceased by 
following his remains to the grave, we have made inquiry as to the 
arrangements for the funeral, and find that it will take place at the 
Cemetery, Undercliffe, on Saturday next, at twelve o’clock 

Figure 3 the Memorial to Robert Milligan & his 
wife Phoebe 

In an area reserved for 
the great & the good of Bradford 
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Sources and Acknowledgments 

Short History of the Scotch Milligan’s by Anne Milligan (1842-1931) 
granddaughter of John & Christina & wife of Percy Milligan. Edited by Mrs. 
Cox.  A copy of which is held in the West Yorkshire Archives.Bradford. 
Death of Robert Milligan, Esq. 
The Bradford Observer (Bradford, England), Thursday, July 03, 1862; pg. 5; Issue 
1484. 19th Century British Library Newspapers: Part II. Category: News 

Dunnance aka Dinnance today Dunnance aka Dinnance today Short History of the 

Scotch Milligan’s by Anne Milligan (1842-1931) granddaughter of John & Christina 
& wife of Percy Milligan. Edited by Mrs. Cox.  A copy of which is held in the West 
Yorkshire Archives.Bradford. 
Death of Robert Milligan, Esq. 
The Bradford Observer (Bradford, England), Thursday, July 03, 1862; pg. 5; Issue 
1484. 19th Century British Library Newspapers: Part II. Category: News 

—————————————————————————————————— 
Just in case you have missed the quiz answers from last issue up on the new    

noticeboard at the Heritage Centre…. 

1  Trumpeting Linekar? GARRYHORN 
2  “Valley of the Pig” GLENMUCK 
3  Pause. Undecided perhaps. ERIFF 
4  Top of the field. MEADOWHEAD 
5  Larry crossing the river LAMFORD 
6  Shaun‘s lake? LAMLOCH 
7  Think two where the heart is? HOLM 
8  Rough ground for a badger? MOORBROCK 
9  Could be mistaken for Murdoch’s forest MUIRDROCKWOOD 
10 A mound of stones marks Cain‘s sibling CARNAVEL 
11 “Baggy” and his pals following a vehicleCARMINNOWS 
12 Warm coat for a foggy city FURMISTON 
13 Under Pinocchio’s hat but not his nose! WOODHEAD 
14 Mum almost walking leisurely  left the twins on Island on west coast. STROMA 
15 Wrong colour and too small to be a Cairngorm! BROWNHILL 
16 Mends a crow’s call DARNSCAW 
17 Site of a world ceilidh KNOCKENGORROCH 
18 Surname of “Fifty Shades” trying to gain entry to the house perhaps?
KNOCKGRAY 
19 Colloq.  Hydrocephalus? Almost. WATERHEAD 
20 ….and stop a diminutive Eastender’s Dirty *** Huh!          BARDENNOCH        
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Was Rev C.H. Dick ever United Free minister in Carsphairn? 
By David Bartholomew 

Jack Hunter in The Upper Glenkens, his book of old photos accompanied by 
descriptive narrative, has a picture of the old Free Church manse in Carsphairn with the 
minister standing at the gate. He makes the comment that in 1916 the UF minister of 
the parish was the Rev C.H. Dick, best known as the author of the classic Highways 
and Byways in Galloway and Carrick. He also comments on how Dick was a friend 
from university days of the well-known author John Buchan, and that the latter came to 
Carsphairn to hear him take his first service and afterwards treated him to lunch in the 
Salutation Hotel. I was doubtful that Dick had ever been minister in Carsphairn and 
decided to do my own investigation. 

Charles Hill Dick was born in Glasgow in 1875, where his father was a minister of the 
UP Church. He went to Hutcheson’s Grammar School which John Buchan also 
attended. It was the start of a life-long friendship which continued strongly through 
their days together at the University of Glasgow. In those years they explored by 
bicycle the length and breadth of the Borders and Galloway - though Dick did much of 
his exploration of Galloway later on his own, culminating in the publication of his 
well-known book in 1916. Most probably the greatest proportion of his travels around 
Galloway took place when he was assistant minister in Stranraer St Ninian’s from 
1904-5 and later minister of Moffat St Mary’s from 1910. After a short period of war 
service at the end of the First World War, he was for a few years the Free Church 
minister in Trinidad; he then spent the rest of his ministry in the Shetland Islands, 
where he died in 1952. My investigations also revealed that Rev John Sibbald was the 
UF minister in Carsphairn from 1912 to 1920. 

So did Dick have no particular connection with Carsphairn after all?  In John Buchan: 
A biography by Janet Adam Smith, which was published in 1965, the author writes on 
p.69, ‘(Buchan) wrote freely about his Oxford doings to Charlie Dick and threatened, 
after Dick became a divinity student in 1898, to come and hear him preach his first 
sermon at Carsphairn in Galloway. … He did go to Carsphairn, bicycling seventy 
miles, and took the preacher out to lunch in the hotel after his ordeal.’  Rev C.H. Dick 
was never actually minister in Carsphairn, but it was in Carsphairn that he preached his 
first sermon and one would hope it was a place of which he retained fond memories 
throughout his life. 
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“Who are You?” 
Those of us who were teenagers at the close of the 1960’s and early70’s, 
may well have enjoyed this track, from the band The Who and asked 
themselves that very question.  

One of the functions a Heritage Group can perform to great advantage is 

to supply research facilities to handle the many family histories queries 

often received. The popularity of programs like “Who do you think you 

are?” and the breakup of many extended families has fed this interest in 

requests for news of past and present family members.  A whole industry 

has grown up around the desire for families to belong. Scattered families 

mean too often that the family history becomes scattered and eventually 

lost too.  There is however much we can do ourselves to fill in the family 

gaps without recourse to (often expensive) professional genealogists. 

What better time to begin now the nights are drawing in?  A good start is 

to try asking aunties or uncles, Mums or Dads - the older the better, 

but with coherent memories of their youth and lives - where they were 

born, any unusual first names in the family, unusual occupations, 

however, accurate birthdates etc are not as essential as one might think. 

The very excellent website - “Scotland’s People” - is a wonderful place 

to start researching if you believe the person you seek has a Scottish 

background.  

cont 
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Although initial searches to see if the names in question exist on their 

database are free, I know of nowhere else you can spend a more 

enjoyable, perhaps wet Sunday, delving deeper into mystery and 

intrigue, and all for £7.00! Beware however - you can get carried away 

and maybe spend £14 if things are going well……! 

Tips for successful searches – Some common names eg Smiths, 

Browns can prove particularly difficult to research because there are so 

many and their repeated use of the same first name across the 

generations doesn’t help..  If you can use an unusual first name to 

identify the family it helps,… or location, accurate dates, children's 

names?  In these situations a census may be the best starting point 

because if there are multiple occupants at the property on census night, 

you may get many "hits" on one page which can be cross referenced to 

check you have the right family.  After that it is worthwhile taking a 

sample of the censuses over a few years to determine the longevity of 

the family in life years and occupancy. (eg. Farm workers often stayed 

for short 'terms' then moved, missing being counted again at the same 

place)  

Personally, I only print out those pages which are essential - one census 

is fine as a hard copy - the site saves any searches anyway for future 

printouts if required. I find death certificates particularly useful, 

because not only do they give the age and cause of death and when and 

where it happened, but also the deceased parents’ names including 

Mother’s maiden name, and their occupations.  I have even found the 

name of the informant of a death to lead me to further research.. Birth 

certificates tell us little more than the child’s name and age (date of 

birth and time) and once again parent’s names and occupations.  On the 

other hand, some marriage certificates even surpass the ‘useful extra 

information stakes’ and can contain where the groom and spouse usually 

live, their parents’ names  and occupations, but also detailed information 

on where and by whom the ceremony was taken. 
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Pre 1885 when the present system of compulsory recording was 
adopted, the churches were responsible for births/baptisms, marriages 
and death recordings.  Accuracy was less assured and names were often 
spelled phonetically and in local dialect which could lead to confusion 
so the site allows you to enter "sounds like" when researching! 
There are many other easily accessed reference sources available free 
online or for a small charge.  Some I find especially useful are - 

Old Town plans and 6" land maps are available from the National 

Library of Scotland (NLS) for a small charge in original size down to 

A3 or A4 size. These can be accessed free online and can lead to many 

happy, profitable hours seeing how and where our ancestors lived..   In 

the very early days of electronic communication (phones) it was the 

Post on which people relied for information, and so the Post Office 

produced directories in big towns and cities which gave details of 

who traded from which addresses or lived in which house. The ones for 

Ayr have been digitized and we can search by name or street for 

occupant for example.  The extra information which these directories 

gives us can be very revealing on life at the time.  Old photographs in 

library archives, many of which are no longer copyright, can also give 

us more information on where and with whom our family members 

resided.  I have even used Google maps to show someone the house 

their Grandfather leased on retiring to the seaside in 1909!   

Newspaper archives are an invaluable resource but if still in original 

form, even microfiche, can prove very time consuming to research.  

BEWARE however, this research can be addictive!!! !  Get a BIG 

white board and draw out the family tree as you know it, stand back 

and study each branch, any errors may leap out.......... 

And Finally, or perhaps I should have said firstly, don’t forget that 

the Heritage Group in Carsphairn keeps many excellent resources 

for family research, which people can access themselves or get help 

via the Stewards. A few basic family details is all it takes to get 

started. 

Happy Hunting! 
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Find us at:   www.facebook.com/Carsphairnheritagecentre?ref=hl 

For news of winter activities keep our facebook page at the top of your 

virtualfriends list and tell all your physical friends too 

GETTING IN TOUCH 

FOOD for THOUGHT! 
This time, something a bit more imaginative than a quiz...a 
question posed by Dot Faulds - “Who was AllanGibbon?”  No right 
or wrong answers unless they can be verified to everyone’s 
satisfaction! 

The building and bridge of the same name:- 

Stop Press!!           

To get in touch with us—Anne Talman     
kilmein@btinternet.com 


